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Topics for Today

Quick Review of MACT 

requirements

What is happening now?

What should you be doing?



The Brick MACT

 Maximum Achievable Control Technology standard

 aka National Emission Standard for Hazardous 

Air Pollutants

 Air toxics rule published by US EPA

 Applies to major sources of HAP (HF or HCl)

 10 tons per year of either HAP, calculated at full capacity 

and operating 8760 hours per year

 Summed for entire facility, not individual kiln or just kilns

 No requirements for brick dryers or raw material 

processing
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What Pollutants are Covered?

 Emission limits/limitations for HAP only:

Hydrogen Fluoride

Hydrogen Chloride

Chlorine

Mercury

Other Metal HAP (PM as surrogate)

Dioxin/furan

 Does NOT regulate SO2, NOx, CO2, CO, 
PM2.5
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99+% of emissions 

from brick kilns



How did EPA regulate?

 Emission limits/limitations for HAP
only:

 Hydrogen Fluoride

 Hydrogen Chloride

 Chlorine

 Mercury

 Other Metal HAP (PM as 

surrogate)

 Work Practices requirements for 

periodic kilns, dioxin emissions 

from tunnel kilnsBrick Industry Association 6

Health-based

Traditional 

emission limits



How Health-Based Works

Allowable emissions for a facility 

= 57 lb/hour of “HClequivalents” 

Combines all acid gases into 

single value

Still requires stack test for each 

kiln, then sum your emissions 

across plant:

HCleq = HCl + 1.43 HF + 133 Cl2



More on Health-Based

Can use control devices to meet the limit, 

if you need to

Allowed for new kilns, as well (separate 

“pot” of emissions)



Summary of Limits- Existing- FINAL

Existing Sources Small Kilns <10 TPH Large Kilns >10 TPH

Acid Gases- HF, 

HCl, Cl2

57 lb/hr HClequivalent for ALL existing tunnel kilns at 

facility

Total Non-Hg HAP 

metals

0.37 lb/ton PM     OR                                                                                                            

0.0021 gr/dscf PM @17% 

O2 OR                                                                                            

0.11 lb/hr non-Hg HAP 

metals

0.036 lb/ton PM     OR                                                                                                            

0.0029 gr/dscf PM @17% 

O2 OR                                                                                            

0.0057 lb/hr non-Hg HAP 

metals

Mercury (Hg)

3.3 x10-4 lb/ton   OR                                                            

1.9 x10-3lb/hr OR                                                         

91ɥg/dscm @17% O2

4.1 x10-5 lb/ton   OR                                                            

5.5 x10-4 lb/hr OR                                                         

7.7 ɥg/dscm @17% O2



Start-up, Shutdown, 

Malfunctions

 Start-up and Shutdowns

Work practice requirements

Very prescriptive steps that must be 
followed

 Malfunctions

 EPA says they cannot exempt from 
limits

Need to have a plan to minimize 
penalty



Other Work Practices

 Periodic kilns

Burn profiles

Labeling

Burner checks

 Tunnel kilns- for dioxin/furan

Burner checks



What about COMPLYING with 

the rule?
 Compliance is due December 26, 2018 (unless you 

are in NC!)

 Clock does NOT stop ticking during reconsideration/ 

litigation without an Act of Congress (literally)

 You should be looking NOW to see where you are 

relative to rule

 Participate when possible in implementation
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Brick MACT- 2015…and Beyond

Key Date What is this? What else happens?

December 18, 

2014
Proposal date 

[Proposed rule published 

in Federal Register] 

Any source constructed 

after proposal date is 

considered a new source

October 26, 

2015
Promulgation date

[Final rule published in 

Federal Register]

Clock starts for new and 

existing sources.

December 28, 

2015
Compliance date for 

new sources

If new source not 

started, must be in 

compliance at start-up

December 26, 

2018
Compliance date for 

all existing sources

To avoid MACT applying 

to you, you must be a 

synthetic minor source 

before this date
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What is happening now?

 Did someone say it would take an 

Act of Congress?

 Reconsideration

Using the data we have

We need more data

 Litigation



The BRICK Act

Blocking Regulatory Interference 

from Closing Kilns

 Introduced into House this week

 Sister bill in Senate soon?

 Will need your help contacting 

Congress to sign on



Reconsideration and Data

 Mercury data collected after 

proposal changed the final rule in 

our favor

 More data during reconsideration 

could possibly change it again

 Data on metals content in raw 

material could possibly help change 

PM/metals standard



Non-Hg Metal HAPs-advancing 

the mined material argument

 If your strategy includes compliance 
via the non-Hg metals lb/hr limit

 Method 29 testing is required

 Send dried and fired concurrent 
samples to NBRC for mass balance

 As was successfully done for Hg we 
are trying to achieve a parallel 
quarry factor



Hg-Were not done yet

 Send in more material samples

 We need the data or further 
advance the variability argument

 You need the data to predict and 
steer your destiny especially if you 
continue to be a major source

 Above applies to HF and HCl-the 
cheapest predictor you will find



Evaluate your compliance 

option-already have control

 Are you an area source or synthetic 

minor

 If not can you be a synthetic minor 

considering your existing control

 If not what options exist to be a 

synthetic minor via incremental 

efficiency gains



MACT-more than the tip of the 

iceberg but not the whole thing

 Remember the criteria pollutants in 

your overall strategy

 You need to know your SOx for lots 

of reasons

 Don’t forget that the MACT 

requirements are the minimum 

standards and States can make your 

head hurt-NC TAPs for example



Evaluate your compliance 

options-Major with or without 

control
 Can you achieve the health based acid 

gas limit

 Can you achieve any one of the 3 PM 
alternate limits

 Can you achieve any one of the 3 
Mercury alternate limits

 Remember there are different 
numerical limits for large and small 
kiln compliance



Major or Synthetic Minor-to 

be or not to be???????

 If you can make the major 

numerical limits then adding control 

to be a synthetic minor boils down 

to $$$$$$$$$$

 Just remember that you only have 

one chance to be a synthetic minor 

before once a major always a major 

kicks in.



What Should You Do?

 Know your status!

 Stack test-concurrent inlet and 
outlet testing if you have an 
existing control

Raw material

 If you test- call us!

We can help you avoid problems

A few more tests can help us greatly



Things that can go wrong 

with testing…

 Bottom line is everything

 First be careful shopping for the 

best price

 Be very specific on what you need 

especially with respect to reporting 

etc.

 Get recommendations from others



Things that can go wrong 

with testing…

 Watch, learn and ask questions

 Understand the testing process-
multiple irons in the fire

 Averages vs. instantaneous values

 Manage field conditions to get the best 
test results

 Always send a green and a fired brick 
to the NBRC

 Very carefully critique the test results



Wrap up…


